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IN a recent paper (193:[) we described the second linkage group of
characters (orange, Saute, purple) in. Drosophilt~1Jseudo-obscurt~. In this
we deal with certain members of the 1st, the 3rd, the 4-th and the 5th
groups.
C ~ o ~ o s o ~ E I.
Snapfi (sl)), tilt (tt) and sepia (so) are three genes which appear to
reside in the left arm of the X-chromosome. They are separated so widely
from each other, however, that until suRable mutations become available
for the marking of intermediate loci, their precise location reinains
impossible.

Sna2t (sl)) (Plate III, figs. 1 and 2).
In October 1930, in a Pointed yellow vermilion stock, there were
found two males in which the second longitudinal vein came to an abrupt
end in the middle of the wing. The same culture produced seven more
males with this new character in the next generation. To this character
we gave the name snapt, only to learn later that, in every respect save
that of sex dimorphism, it-would appear to be identical with the autoscram character radius inco~pletus of the 3rd group of 'melc~nogc~steras
described by Borissenko (1930). Nafiings of the first two tomes with virgin
sisters produced non-snapt offspring, the females of which were then
mated to the seven snapt males of the later generation. We assumed that
snapt was a sex-linked recessive, and therefore expected equal numbers
of snapt and of non-snapt males and females among the progeny. But all
the snapfi individuals were males, although there was no deficiency in the
number of the females. Small mass cultures of this generation gave large
numbers of snapt tomes, whilst among the females there were two that
were snapt, and[ from these cultures were rMsed which gave all snapt
males and an occasional snapt femMe.
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A Pointed yellow vermilion snapt male was then mated to a wildtype female and gave a progeny of 99 wild-type males and 121 Pointed
females. Nine of these daughters were back-crossed go Pointed yellow
vermilion snapt males, whilst others were used in a mass back-cross culture. Table I shows the total offspring of the nine pair marinas. It
became clear that snapt separated freely fTom Pointed yellow and
vermilion in the male, and that in all of the eight classes in which snapt
was included, very few females appeared: instead of the 877 snapt
females expected, only 33 presented themselves. On the other hand, the
whole of the 753 snapt males expected actually appeared. But though
this character is always mamfest in the male its range of expression
is very wide (Plate III, figs. 1 and 2, show two varieties of snapt).
The vein may be entirely absent, only slightly shortened, or there
may be small gaps along its length. It remains to be shown whether
TABLE

I.

Total offspri~g of ~ine pair test-cross matings showing deficiency of snapt females.
Natu~'e qf matings:
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snap~
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+
+
+
+
yellow vermilion snapt d~8~.
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31

38
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12

14

1505

1 36 1755

this variation is due to environmental factors, to genetic modifiers, or to
the action of both, but it would seem that selection can and does affect
both the degree of expression in the male and also the percentage of
penetration in the female. The figures given hi Table I show that snapt is
to be found at some point on the left arm of the X-chromosome not less
than 50 units fl'om vermilion. The fact that it gave almost the maximmn
of recombination with both Pointed and yellow shows that it is not
situated between these two loci, for the distance between them is not
more than 62 units.
Tilt (tt) (Plate III, fig. 3).

For the purposes of the discussion which is to follow, it is necessary
to refer to this character which conforms ~airly exactly to the autosomal
tilt of swlanogaster described by Bridges and Morgan (]923). It is sexlinked, recessive, and is probably on the left ann of the X. It takes the
form of a gap in, or shortening of, the 3rd longitudinal vein, associated
with a distinct upward tilting of the distal portion of the wing. The tilting
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appears to be the direct resnlt of the defect in. the 3rd vein, for a slight
shortening of the vein is not accompanied by a tilting of the wing,
whereas a gap in the middle portion of the vein, even though quite small,
is associated with a pronounced tilt. Moreover, it is to be noted tha,t
shortening of the 2nd, 4th and 5th veins does not produce the tilt, effect.
The investigation of this chm:aoter is still embarrassed by the existence
of yet another and so fro: mlrecognised factor producing shortening of the
other wing veins. Furthermore, tilt, like snapt, is largely sex-limited.

S'epia (se) (Plate II, figs. 1 and 2).
In April 1933, among the progeny of a femMe carryfilg mitfiatm:e in
one X, and vermilion in the other, and heterozygous for several, other
m u t a n t characters not yet described, a miniature mMe with very dark
brown eyes and a yellowish testis sheath was encmmtered. He was at
once mated to a beaded female, and .in the F2 the new character reappeared. It was then noted t h a t the darkening of the eye was a process
which took place ahnost entirely after emergence, for the eye colour of
the neMy-hatehed flies (Plate II, fig. 1) was no darker though somewhat
browner t h a n t h a t of their wild type brothers. After emergence the eye
colour darkened rapidly to become, in the old fly, almost btaek with a
real purplish hue (Plate II, fig. 2). Since it resembled the 3rd chromosome
m u t a n t of melanogaster, sepia, described by Bridges and Morgan (1923),
to it we gave this name.
A miniatm'e sepia male was crossed to a yellow femde.
Table II shows t h a t the percentage of recombination of sepia with
yellow was 40, and with miniature 38. These figures did not indicate on
TABLE II.
miniature sepi~
Nature of P1 cross :
yellow
T o t a l ,males hT, '~inc F 1 2)air matinffs.

P~egion

,..

0

1
_

Class

...

_

2

,

2
_

_

1, 2

~,

_ _ A

~?se

y
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+ -~- +

m

yse

y~

177

138

19

21

103

86

8

sc

18

Term
570

which arm of the X sepia was to be placed, since there are some 60 units
above yellow and nearly 100 below miniature unmarked. If sepia were
on the right ann, it sho•d then be fairly close to beaded which is some
40 units away from yellow. So a beaded miniature sepia snapt rome was
mated with a wild type female, and pair matings of the av1 made.
Table I I I gives th.e results obtained from seven such pair rantings. The
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high percentage o11 recombination with beaded (46) showed that sepia
could not be M)ove yellow.
T a b h IV gives the results of a three point experiment involving
miniature, sepia n,nd sna,pt. The order indicated by these figures is
miniature, sepia, snal?t, but recombination of all three genes with one
anot~her is so high as to suggest either that there are more than 100 units
involved, or else that the frequency of crossing-over Mong the left arm o1!
the X is Mmorma,lly high.
TABLE III.
beaded miniature sepia snapt)

Nagu.re of P1 cross :
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+

+

-~-
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6

IV.

miniature sepia snapb
+

+

+

Total ,males obhtined in eight F~ pair marl'rigs.
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TABLE V.
Natu~'e of P~ cross : sepia snapt~
+
+
Total males in 14 pair matings.

Cross-overs

Non-cross-overs
Class

...

-

ses'p

rsc

sp

ToIIM

478

367

257

216

1318

Table Y gives the figures of another sepia snapt cross. The percentage
of recomhination between the two genes is slightly lower. Bu~ for the
preselat nothing more definite can be said than t h a t snapt and sepia are
both. go be found on ~he left arm of the X.
On the other (right) arm of ~he X two mutations have occurred fit
already known loci, one an Mlelomorph of white, and the other alle]omorphic with yetlow.
E o s i n 2 (~v~°") (Plate II, figs. 5 a,nd 6).

In l~'ebruary 193,i ~,here appeared among the progeny of a Stubble
eyeless mating two tomes with an eye colom: which we now regard as

~ol,a
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probM)ly identical with t h a t described by Lanccfietd (1922) alld named
eosin b y him. The cotour is a clear yellowish brown resembling in the
mature eosin fly that of the ymmg purple eye (Plate II, :fig. 5). I t suggests
a deficieucy for red and a partial deficiency for brown as well, and so for
this )i:ea,son the eye is paler t h a n is that of purple 1 :flies o[ the same age.
The [estis sheath is yellowish whilst that of purple t is Mmost white.
F r o m this it is inferred that in the eosin eye there is a larger proportion
of yellow f,ha,n in the purpleL These males were mated to white ~ females,
in order to aseerta.in if the new eye colour belonged to the white series of
Mleles; to wild type females, in order to obtain a pure stock; and to
vermilion females, in order to determine the combined effect of vermilion
and eosim
The daughters of the white females had an eye colour which was only
slightly paler than that of the eosin male. When pure eosin femMes were
obtained it was noted t h a t their eye colour was somewhat darker than
~hat of the eosin males. The vermilion eosin combination proved to be
pale lemon (Plate II, fig. 6).

6'~prous (y~).
Among the progeny of a purple" pMr, flies of both sexes, with a
distinct greenish dark yellow body eolour were observed in Nfa.rch 1934,
and from these a stock was quickly seem'ed. To ~he new character the
name " c u p r o u s " was assigned. Cuprous mates were mated with ydlow
females. The offspring consisted of yellow males and of females which
were intermediate in body colour between yellow and cuprous. Cuprous
is always separable from wild type, though it grows brownish with
increasing age. As a working character it is not so good as is its allele
yellow, which at all ages is much more sharply distinguished fl'om wild
type.

C~o~{oso~{E Ill.
Glass (gl) and Stubble (Sb) form the nucleus of a linkage group which
we propose to assign to the 3rd chromosome. These m u t a n t characters
are not sex-linked, they are not linked with members of the 2nd group
already described or with those of the 4th group (see below), and the
high rate of crossing over between the two genes makes it highly improbable t h a t the small 5th chromosome can claim them. They were
both found in February 1932 within a week of each other among the
progeny of a yellow vermilion pMr, the male of which was singed and the
femMe heterozygous for this character.

2-2
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Glass (gl) (Plate II, fig. 7).

Six females and four males with abnormal eyes were observed and
from them a true-breeding stock was secured without difficN~y. The
character was given the name "glass" for the reason t h a t it seemed ~o-eonform closely to the description of tl~e m u t a n t of the same name in
mdc~,noya,ster as described by Bridges and Morgan (1923), although the
expression of the character differs in the two species. In ~)seudo-obscure
the eye is reduced in size but to a less degree thal~ in mclanogaste,r. There
is a smooth, colourless rim around the eye, and in the central area the
ra.ce~s have lost bo~h their sharpness and regularity, forming a surface
apparently composed of irregular rounded projections, whilst the hairs
are more numerous than in the wild type and point in all directions to
give the eye an appearance of extreme roughness. The pigment appears
to be greatly reduced (equally so in both sexes in pseudo-oOsourcb,
whereas in mdc~nogaster the character is sex-dimorphie), only a thin
pinkish or brownish hue usually remains. In combination with vermilion
the glass eye is creamish, glass is easily reeognised by the naked eye;
but although the viability and productivity of the stock are excellent,
the usefulness of the character is limited--it cannot be usefully oomhined
with any of the mutant; eye colours.

Nad)ble (~qb)(Plate II, fig. 7; Plate III, fig. 4).
A few days after glass was first en.eountered a single female with
lmtieeably short thick bristles was found in the same culture. The
character was regarded as a variant of singed, though unlike any singed
observed previously. This female, presmned not ~o be a virgin, was
isolated together with a singed brother. The short thick bristle character
reappeared in. ha,lf of her oftspring, and since she herself was heterozygous
for singed, half of the flies with this new character were also singed. To the
~ew character the name " S t u b b l e " was given for the reason t h a t (in the
heterozygous form) (Plate II, fig. 7) it is exactly similar to the 3rd chromosome m u t a n t of the same name in mdanoyaster (Morgan, Bridges and
S~urtevant, ].925). Stubble, it was noted, exaggerated the twisting of
singed, bristles. By on,crossing ~o wild type Stubble was freed from
other m u t a n t characters, and flies homozygous for S~ubble were obtained :
they were small and weak and did not live go breed. In the homozygous
form (Plate III, fig. 4) the bristles are mere stumps and the wings, legs and
general conformation of the fly, completely n.ormal hi the hegerozygous
form, are markedly abnormal. The wings are broader than lmrmal and
are often sprea.d and curved or w~rped either izl an upward or downward
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direction; commonly they show great irregulari•es o1!size and shape, and
the body as a whole presents a cramped or hunched appearance. The legs,
especially the third ]?air, are commonly cm:ved, swollen, twisted or bent.
At this time it seemed t h a t the physical disabilities of the homozygous
Stubble must make it impossible to obtain a pm'e stock, for repeated
attempts to maintain small mass cultm'es failed. Yet it did not seem to
be t h a t the flies were infecund, or the rantings necessarily hffm:tile, for
occasionally a ]mmozygous femMe mated with a heterozygous brother or
to a wild type male produced offspring. For many generations Stubble
was maintained in the heterozygous form until about a year after its
discovery one homozygous culture proved to be successful, and from this
time n o diffmulty in maintaining a pure stock has been encountered. It
is of interest to record t h a t Stubble, as now exhibited, differs from the
character when first observed in t h a t the peculiar deformities are somewhat less pronounced. Stubble thus provides an excellent example of a
character which, when first observed, was on the borderland of lethality,
and which, a year or so later, has become one of the best among genetically
useful mutants. We are unable to decide whether this change in the
nature of the character has been the effect of selection on gene environment or whether, since its first appearance, the Stubble gene has mutated
slightly to yield a less unbalanced condition of the organism.
Stubble in the homozygous form is easily reeognisable b y the naked
eye, and in the heterozygous form b y low magnification. The double
dominant Scnte Stubble is viable in homozygous condition and forms a
combination equivalent in usefulness to the Star Dichaete of melanoqaster.
Glass, having given recombination in F~ with both purple and short
(see below), was tested against Stubble. Females heterozygous for both
glass and Stubble were backm'ossed to glass males.
Table VI shows the results given by si~ pair matings. About 47 per
cent. recombination between glass and Stubble was observed. To provide
TABLE VI.
Stubble +
Nature of cross :
+ glass-9$x glass c~.
~k~Oll-OI'OSS-OVOI'8

Cros,s- oV(3]'S

£'b
45
34

gl
30
31

+
36
29

£'bgl

1
2
7
9

33
36

22
30

28
22

]8
21

] 73

] 4]

] 53

] 30

Pair

4 and 5
TerMs

25

28

38

35
36
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a check some heterozygous males were backcrossed to glass females: the
offspring showed no recombination.

O~aO~'~OSOMEIV.
Two autosomal recessive genes, short ~t (s,t) and j a u n t y (j) have been
shown to give independent assortment with both the Scare and Stubble
groups and have therefore been assigned to the remaining rod-shaped
autosome.

Jaunty (j).
J a u n t y was found in a miniature stock, the combination miniature
j a u n t y yielding an effect very much like the dominant Curly character in
melr~nogaster. But, freed from miniature, the new m u t a n t gene gave an
effect much more like the 2nd chromosome recessive j a u n t y of ,mclanotaster (Bridges and ~forgan, 1919), and so to it this name was given. The
wings are uptm:ned at the tips, usually only the posterior half of the wing
being involved as is the ease in melanogaster jarmty and simplex ski.

Short,~ (s,~) (Plate III, fig. 5).
Whilst a stock of j a u n t y was being built
veins were noticed in the cultures. This
identical with, and a reappearance o[, the
(1922). The fourth and fifth longitudinal

up, several flies with shortened
new character seemed to be
sex-linked short of Lancefield
veins only were involved, the

TABLE VII:

Nature of cross : sh°rt4
j aunty ? x short4 j aunty ~.
+
+
PMr
1

lX~on-orosB-ovor8
r
~
+
aj
100
83

Oross - o v e r s
f

s,~

j

9

13

106

93

ii

ii

5
6

109
80

89
65

16
8

9
7

7
9

~0

66

77
532

75
471

5
II

5
Ii

60

56

Total

fifth bein g shortened up to the level of the posterior cross vein,occasionally
slightly above or below this, whilst the fourth e,~ztended to a point about
midway between this level and the marginal vein. The posterior cross
vein itself is often incomplete and may be entirely absent if the culture is
raised in low temperatures. Though we called this gene short 4 solely for
the reason that the character seems to correspond closely to the sex-
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linked, short of Lancefield, in our opinion it is a homologue, and probably
an allelomorph ot! the 2nd chromosome recessive abrupt of melanogastcr.
When one oi the short,1 ja~mty females was outcrossed to a wild type
male the offspring, both males and females, were wild type. In the F~
short,, and jaunty reappeared together, giving a low percentage of
recombination, this suggesting that they were on the same chromosome
and fairly close together. The figures given in Table VII obtained [rom
the mating or females heterozygous for short,~ jaunty with short,~ jaunty
males from stock, gave a recombination value of 9.8 per cent., the (~losest
linkage fgure yet obtained in. our stocks for atttosomal genes.
C.JF[RO~IOSO~'[EV.

;l'cbngled (tg).
While none of the mutants now being studied can with certainty be
assigned to the dot-like 5th antosome, it is highly probable that one
known to us as tangled, and affecting wing venation is really a representative of the 5th linkage group. The ]ongitudin al veins in the distal part
of the wing approach each other in pairs to give the appearance o~ being
entangIed with each other. It is nob sex-linked and gives independent
assortment with the Scute and Stubble groups, bttt so far the tests with
shor%.and jatmty, though suggestive of independence, are not a,ltogether
conclusive, for the tangled wing is often tilted and so blistered that the
observation of the veins is made most diflleuIt.
I~-OTES.

(i) On the homolo#y of the daromosomes of pseudo-obscura a,nd
melanogaster.
Metz (1916), Lancefield (1922), Lancefield and Metz (1922) have all
suggested that one ann of the V-shaped X-chronmsome of Drosophila
~)seudo-obseura and Drosophila ,will'istoni corresponds to part of, if not
all of, the rod-shaped X's of such species as Drosophila mdanogc~ster.
Ko]ler (1932) further suggested that the other arm of the V-shaped X
corresponds to a portion of one of the autosomes in those species (such
as melc~noyaster) with a rod-shaped X-chromosome; the rearrangement
being the result of a series of transloeations. Certain of the facts presented in. this paper bear upon this matter for they w e n d appear to
show that:
(e) A considerable portion of the left arm. of the V-shaped 3rd
chromosome of mda,noga.ste,r is homologous in part or in whole with the
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rod-sh,~]?ed aatosome of i)scudo-obscu'ra whioh we h~ve designated the
3rd.
(b) The constitution of the right arm of the mdano,qaste,r 3rd possesses
a considerable degree of homology with the left amn of the 1)seudo -

obscura X.
(c) Possibly the right arm of the V-shaped 2nd of ~mffa,'~,ogaster is in
part homologous with the small rod-shaped autosome of pse.udo-obscu'ra.
which we have called the ,fth.
The left arm of the ,mela,noga,ste,r 3rd is about 60 rmfts in length with
Stubble about 12 units from the spindle fibre attachment and with glass
5 traits away frmu Stubble. Cytological observation makes it likely that
this is approximately the length of the two larger rod-shaped autosomes
of Tseudo-obsc'u, ra,, one of which, we suggest, includes Stubble and glass,
but separated not by 5 units as in ,melanoya, ster but by the greater ]?art of
the length of the chromosome. This marked change in linkage value eonld
be accounted for by postulating that two i~versions within the ~rm of the
chromosome had occurred in such a way as to separate the genes bug nob
to alter the total chromosome length. One inversion occurring in the
portion betwemr the point of the spindle attachment and a point just
below Stubble would bring this gene nearer the spindle and widen the
distance between it and glass. A second inversion including the whole
region below Stubble woutd extend the separation of the two genes to
almost the whole length of the chromosome. The validity of this assumption will of course be tested as and when other mutant genes between
these points and identical in the two species present themselves. The
physiological differences which make the homozygous form of Stubble
lethal in one species and not in the other may possibly be referred to the
readjustment of genie environmental influences that w e n d follow from
these inversions, or to some actual modification of the geue if the break
occurred very close to it; or the difference may be one of ordinary allelism.
The constitution of the right arm of the ~ndanogaster 3rd shows, by
the same method of comparison., a considerable degree of homology with
the left arm of the Tseudo-obscurc~ X. Certainly the three sex-linked genes
snapt, tilt and sepia of pseudo-obscu~'a are exceedingly like the ~'a,di~ts inCOml)let~ts, tilt and sepia respectively of meIanoga, stcr. But iris a matter of
greater difficulty to visualise the process by which the required rearrangement could have occurred, for the whole of the right arm of the melanogastc~" 3rd is less than half the length of the left arm of the X of l)scudoobscure'a,, and moreover these three genes are further separated each from
the other than they are in mcla, nogaste,r. A single inversion could perhaps
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explain the ilmrease in the distance between sepia and snapt, but there
would still remain an equal length oi chromosome separating these genes
from gilt.
The identity of the jaunty genes it~ the two species seems fairly
X

..~.~ (obs.)

IIl

II

IV

IlI

(incl.)

(ob.~.)

(ob,~.)

(,,,~,:.)

~J"

sp
ab

4,2"0
-

4,8,7 j

-54"9

s,].

s[f

26.0

S.I

40-2
46.0 &
r.i.
4,6.5

]

~ tt
170

s.f.

S.f.
gl

58-2

Sb

63,1 gl

Sb
107.5

S°f,

106.2

Text-fig. 1.

certaim tfm:thermore, it is not uglikely that the gene we have called
shorta, because of its close correspondence with Lancefield's sex-linked
short, is aotuMly allelomorphie to the abrup~ of melc~nogc~ster which is
separated from jaunty by about 7 units; our calculations, based-on little
over 1000 flies, give 10 per cent. reeombinatim~ betweml the jaunty and
short,t of i~seudo-obscu~'a.
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(ii) 0~ the ,nature of the action of genes for eye cdour.
We have been fortunate in that ill our stocks of 2seudo-obse,u,rc~lie less
laban six uselul muta.n~ genes affecting eye eolour have already become
available for examination. Of these the purple alleles, sepia and vermilion, are perhaps the most interesting, and a study of them has permi~ted us to speculate concerning the possible nature of the action of
such genes. It seemed to us that sepia, like the purples, acted by suppressing the red pigmentation, and that the vermilion gene was a sN~presser of the brown. It was therefore predicted that the sepia vermilion
combination would give a very pale eye oolour. A mi~liature sepia male
was mated to a yvsn female, and[ pair rantings of the/~i individuals made.
In t h e / ~ a large number of sepia vermilion males were obtained. At the
time of emergence the eye colour of these flies was an opaque greenish
lemon (Pla,te II, fig. 3), whilst the coloar of the testfis sheath was similar
to that of pure sepia flies. But fm:ther observation threw a flood of light
on the action both of sepia and of vermilion, for, after emergence, the
lemon eolour darkened gradually to a brown, and in old flies, almost to
the dark oolour of pure sepias (Plate II, fig. 6). It became clear that the
vermilion gene operates entire]y during the pupal stages of development,
whereas sepia evokes its greatest effect din'lag post-pupal life. In the
ease of sepia and vermilion, as also in that of the purples, there is no
effect to which the term "disproportionate modification," suggested by
Bridges and Morgan (1923), can be applied, nor anything that can be
properly ascribed to "interaction," for though the two genes affect the
same devdopmental process--that of pigment formation--they do so at
different times, at different stages of development, and neither in time
nor in space do they combine or conflict with each other. Text-fig. 2 is
at, attempt to interpret graphically the nature of the action of such genes.
In development there is a pupal and a post-pupal stage. Observations of
the development of eye oolour in the wild type flies permit us to describe
this process as one in which first yellow pigment is formed, then red, and
lastly brown, M1within the pupal stage of development. The process then
stops, there is no further pigment formation during post-pupal life,
although there is a darkening of the eye witll increasing age, not the
res~flt of a formation of fl:esh pigment but of changes in the pigment
already deposited.
The action of the vermilion gene is to interfere with the normal proeesses of pigmentation in such a way as to prevent the formation of the
brown, and it acts entirely within the pupal stage. The vermilion eye
darkens with age, but remains vermilion to the end ; in pse~tdo-obscura the
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old vermilion fly ~s always clearly distinguishable from wild type, its eye
colour never becomes brownish red.
The sepia gene interrupts the formation of the rei[ &1ring the pupal
stage, and in addition so acts as to prevent the cessation of pigment formation which normally occurs at the beginning of the post-pupal stage of
development. That this is so is clearly seen from the remarkable changes
which take place in the vermilion sepia eye, for here the vermilion has
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exercised its usual effect by inhibithlg the normal formation of brown
pigment before emergence, but in the post-pupal stage there is an abnormal accumulation of brown pigment due to the presence of the sepia
gene, and the pale lemon eolour with which the fly starts its life does not
merely become a deeper lemon but is gradually transformed into an
intense brown.
In the wild type eye, yellow, red and brown, and in this order during
development, are laid down entirely during pupal life. Eosin, the purples
and sepia constitute a series which suppress, in part or in whole, the red.
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Eosin also suppresses in part both the yellow and the brown. Purple t
suppresses also in part the yellow. Purpl@ and purple a suppress only a
portion of the red. On the other hand, vermilion suppresses nothing
but the brown. In combinations of the red suppressors with the brown
suppressor, vermilion, therefore, the actual eolour of the eye is determined by that portion of the yellow, red, brown of the wild type which
remMns un affected by the action of either of the two mutant genes present.
Thus, as could be predicted, the venuilion eosin eye is pMe yellow, whilst
the vermilion pm:ple * eye is almost white.
Support for the views suggested by this supm:fieial analysis of the
nature of the genes affecting ey F eolom: can be found[ in a study of the
eolour of the testis sheath. In this there is no brown, and the developmen[ of the yellow and the red, which is always parallel to that in the
eye, is easily observed and offers a convenient means of measuring the
seriation of events and the proportion of these pigments in the eye,
especially in those stocks in which, in the eye, slight differences in the
proportion of the yellow and the red are masked by the presence of
browu.
I f the suggestions implied in this diagram are warrantable, it woutd
follow ~hat the so-called genes for eye colour are not themselves directly
concerned with pigmentation at all, but exert their action upon the
mechanism which is responsible for the formation and deposition of
pigment. If it is assumed that the colonr of the pigment is determined by
the existing chemicM' possibilities of the particular stage of development
at the time when the pigment is formed, then any factor which interrupts,
defers or prolongs the process will necessarily alter its effect in terms of
colour.

1. Snapt, tilt and sepia are three genes on the left arm of the Xchromosome. On the right are eosin, an Mlelomorph of white, and
cuprous, an Mlele of yellow.
2. St~lbble, a dominant, and glass form the nucleus of %he 3rd linkage
group, and short4 and jaunty that of the ~tth. Tangled, it is thought,
belm lgs to the 5th.
3. It is suggested that: (i) a portion of the left arm of the 3rd chromosome of D. mdanoga.s~e~'is homologous iu part or in whole with the
3rd autosome of D. pseudo-obsc~,rc~;(if) the right arm of mcl(~nogaster3rd
is in part homologous with the left arm of pseudo-obscu~'c~X, and (iii) the
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right arm o~ mela~ogc~ster 2nd is in part homologous with p,~ev,do-obsc'tt~'(~

,lth.
4. It is suggest,ed tha,t the a,]?parently disproportionate effect of some
genres affecting eye colour is in reality cumulative.
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